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YOUR MMM AND 
UNIFIED 
MEASUREMENT 
PROVIDER CHECK LIST

Measuring marketing effectiveness is
a hot topic for most companies.
Accountability is a #1 priority in most
C-Suites. Some companies do this as
an ingrained practice and have
rigorous standards in place, whereas
other companies are asking
fundamental questions about how to
best understand marketing drivers.
Wherever you sit on the spectrum it is
likely that you are looking to improve
your level of proficiency to drive
further gains from your marketing
activities. Given this is a dynamic field
and rapidly moving ecosystem many
companies outsource the analytics for
marketing measurement. But how do
you find the right vendor partner? The
mmm landscape of providers is vast.

1. Unified Measurement - Unified measurement is a
combination of holistic marketing mix modelling (MMM)
and granular multi-touch attribution (MTA). The role of
Unified measurement is to help companies get their
arms around the wealth of data in the ecosystem and
make sense of it. Having a robust unified measurement
solution is a sign that your analytics provider is pushing
the boundaries of what you can measure and how fast
you can measure. Ipsos MMA is a recognised leader in
the unified measurement space.

2. Fit for purpose - Do they meet your needs? (A
simple question, but you need to set your objective and
think about what is most important to you. Is it basic
ROIs or do you need a full suite of solutions and
consulting support?) Do they have solutions to align
with your most critical business questions and your
company’s analytic maturity today as well as years from
now? Do they have strong industry experience? For
example, a healthcare company with limited data /
advertising channels is a different prospect than a
company in the comparatively data rich CPG sector. It
takes specialist skills to support these different business
models.

3. Scale - Can they operate at scale? i.e. Are they able
to efficiently deliver model outputs and scale up to meet
needs and expand globally? Can they handle increased
scope to meet your growing need for insights (customer
segments, product segments, upper funnel KPIs, etc.)?
If you’re a multi-national company looking to evaluate
3+ markets, a provider used to only servicing local
markets or limited regions won’t be able to deliver at
scale.

4. Modelling Capability - Are they able to be flexible
and creative in what they can model and deliver or are
you getting “off the shelf,” “one size fits all” models? i.e.,
Do they offer full scale models that capture everything?
Are the models holistic including marketing, operations,
and environmental factors? Is the modelling approach
transparent or black box? For example, Ipsos MMA
offers models that are unique and has a rapid refresh
approach to move at the pace of business and provides
speed to insight.
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5. Business Engagement - Does your

provider offer change management and

consulting to ensure new learnings and

recommendations are embedded in your

organisation? A pile of ROIs is interesting,

but your CEO will want to know how the

organization will action them. Ipsos MMA has

leading business experts who can support

teams bringing powerful, game-changing

insights to the C-suite and other key

stakeholders, helping them to establish

credibility. This helps to make the case for

future investments, which is very different

than being a data provider and leaving it to

the client to figure things out.

6. Innovation - Is the provider innovative and

striving to lead the industry in terms of

evolution of analytics and MMM techniques

e.g. proficient in big data and pushing the

boundaries with speed and granularity with

customer attribution? Ipsos MMA has

developed techniques to help measure long-

term ROI (Measuring marketing performance

over a 6–24-month timeframe), which helps

to understand performance over a longer-

term horizon for brand building activities.

7. High Performing Team - What is the

team like? Is there strong experience and

expertise from top to bottom in the analytic

consulting team. Do they have the “bench” to

address your needs with proficiency and

speed?

8. Data Capability - Are they focused on

data, or is it an afterthought with the heavy

lifting left up to you? Is there a team of data

experts there to help with an invariably

complex data ecosystem? What would be

your access to a user-friendly data

management platform? Are there capabilities

to automate data feeds? Are there strong

data partnerships for ease of access to

granular data?

9. Benchmarks - Broad industry experience

provides exposure to powerful learnings that

might be unknown or nascent in your

industry. Is the analytics provider able to

provide benchmarks within your industry or

across industries? This is critical for both

relevancy (“Is this ROI good or on par with

others in this space?”). Benchmarks are also

critical to serve as proxies for tactics

currently not part of your plan. For example,

“How would programmatic perform with my

mix of tactics and how much would it drive?”

10. Data Visualisation – Does the provider

offer a decision support platform for

visualisation of results, reporting and running

optimisation scenarios? Ipsos MMA has

developed Activate, which is a web-based

tool that helps with reporting and optimisation

of model outputs and enables easier decision

making supported by data.

ABOUT IPSOS MMA
Ipsos MMA is a global leader in Unified Marketing Measurement, Planning & Optimization. The company has successfully
completed brand and business building analyses in almost every industry sector, on thousands of brands spanning 25+
countries. Ipsos MMA is renowned for the billions of dollars in incremental value it has created with Fortune 500 Companies
through its holistic data management platform, predictive analytics, speed-to-insight, dynamic software and consulting
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